MEETING "UL-LISTED" OR "UL-APPROVED" REQUIREMENTS FOR CHATTERBOX™ OR VERBATIM™ AUTODIALERS USING LOW VOLTAGE DC POWER SUPPLIES
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Normally, the CHATTERBOX™ and the VERBATIM™ autodialers are powered with 120 vac. In installations where "UL listed" equipment is required, the requirement is met according to Underwriters Laboratories by not connecting any power above 30 volts or 1 amp to the autodialer, rendering the unit inherently electrically safe.

This is accomplished with a UL-listed wall plug-in power converter with an output of 8 to 14 volts DC, at 500 ma current capacity. A special in-line connector must be installed on the CHATTERBOX™, to accept the plug connection from the power supply. On the VERBATIM™, the connector socket is built into the circuit board.

In either case, the charge is $50, including the UL-listed wall transformer, for this option.